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Advanced Carrier Scorecard Sample

What is the scorecard?
The carrier scorecard has been designed to assist carriers in managing performance and earning certifications that promote their 

services to e2open shippers.

How are scores evaluated?
The performance KPIs in this document are measured across e2open’s vast carrier network, consisting of over 8,000 unique partners, 

and broken into quartiles for benchmarking purposes. Quartile ranges are generated for each equipment and mode type. Carriers are 

measured against their qualified peers using this quartile data.

Based on the quartile a carrier falls into for a given metric a score is generated (Q4 = 1 pts, Q3 = 2 pts, Q2 = 3 pts, Q1 = 4 pts). Scores are 

evaluated for each quartile subset (equipment/mode/month). These scores are weighted and aggregated to form a monthly score. The 

aggregated monthly scores are then averaged to form an overall quarterly score.

How are certifications determined?
The prior quarter’s scores are used to determine a carrier’s  

certification. Only scores for service and reliability metrics  

are considered for the carrier’s overall certification. Cost  

scores are for reference only.

How do I use the Scorecard?
The certification at the top left of the page is your current certification based on the most recent completed quarter. The scorecard 

is designed to help carriers drive performance change and achieve higher certifications and in doing so promote themselves among 

e2open shippers. 

The scope table found at the bottom of the summary page reflects volume information as used for carrier marketplace pricing tiers.

Metric definitions

Platinum Overall score >= 3.5

Gold Overall score >= 3.0 and < 3.5

Silver Overall score >=2.5 and < 3.0

Metric Definition Exclusions

Spot Market

Rate Index Delta

Percent delta between spot market base rates and 

Rate Index rates

Loads < $250, loads < 250 miles, multi stop loads, 

nondomestic US, non TL van/reefer

Primary Tender

Acceptance

Percent of total tenders to primary carriers accepted Loads < $250, shipper rejections

Delivery On

Time Performance

On time stop % to the current plan end date  

or original appt end date time. Drop trailers are  

considered on time to the day

Loads with $0 base charges, having incomplete dates

Pick On Time

Performance

On time stop % to the current plan end date or  

original appt end date time

Loads with $0 base charges or having incomplete 

dates, drop trailer loadings

Primary Carrier

Rate Index Delta

Percent delta between primary carrier rates and  

Rate Index rates

Loads < $250, Loads < 250 miles, multi stop loads, 

nondomestic US, non TL van/reefer

Giveback

Percentage

Percent of accepted tenders rejected  

(and never recovered) after initial acceptance

Loads < $250







Current certification. Based on 
aaggregate scores for reliability 
and service metrics.

Certified SILVER ✔

Aggregate score for  
reliability and service.

Shows % of loads hauled by  
rate type (Primary, Backup,  
Direct Tender, Spot Market).

General scope of loads/shippers/tenders and TMS 
revenue converted to USD.

This load count is  
used to determine  
e2 Carrier  
Marketplace tier.

Trended score by quarter.

2.6



Start of Quartile 1

Impact is measured by calculating  
the positive or negative change that 
would have occurred to a carrier’s  
overall performance if a specific 
business subset would have achieved 
median FMI performance.

Carriers  
performance

Scope removes any  
metric-based exclusions.

Regions (in the USA) are based  
on e2open procurement regions 
and assigned by origin state.

Median

Start Quartile 3

Absolute difference in  
performance for the given  
subset vs the previous quarter.
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